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Distribution of Sheep and Goats (FAOSTAT: 1993 - 2013)

- Large genetic diversity and well adapted to diverse production systems and agro-ecologies

- Plays critical socio-cultural and economic roles in many communities

- Provides a wide range of products: milk, meat, skins and fiber

- A high level of participation by women - empowering women and youth
Diversity of goats and sheep - Examples from Africa (about 98 and 122 local breeds of goats and sheep (DAD-IS/DAGRIS - http://www.dagris.info/))
Unique role of indigenous livestock small ruminants

- Indigenous livestock - Most common in smallholder, pastoral and nomadic systems and are a unique set genotypes:
  - Adapted to survive under harsh conditions, are disease/parasite resistant: Red Maasai - resistance to endo-parasites;
  - Well adapted to specific agro-ecological zones: Kaffa goats, Djalonke Sheep and West Africa dwarf goats - humid zones and trypanotolerant

- Consequently most of the initial molecular genetics research has focused on understanding and harnessing genetic diversity and in recent times adaptive unique features.
Genomic data reveals the genetic uniqueness of indigenous livestock
Genetic diversity and structure

a) African vs Non-African goats

African goats:
- Differ from Non-African goats
- Shows their unique genetic makeup

African goats only

African goats:
- Show wide genetic variation
- High genetic diversity and structure

Huson et al 10th World Congress on Genetics Applied to Livestock Production
Phenotypic diversity in indigenous livestock
Genetic diversity and structure
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Heterozygosity > 0.27
Summary of findings

• The high genetic diversity in indigenous stocks provides the flexibility to respond to unpredictable future changing environmental conditions as well as consumer demands.

• Admixture has created a unique mosaic of reservoir of genetic diversity that provides the raw material for breeding while ensuring the resilience of the populations to survive in different environments.

• Populations with unique genetic backgrounds reflect most likely adaptations to specific biotic and abiotic environmental conditions.
Genomic data reveals genetic adaptation to extreme environments in indigenous livestock
Adapted to extreme environments

Desert like environments

High altitude environments
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Summary of findings

- Indigenous goat and sheep populations found in extreme environments, most of which are found in developing countries, provide a genetic resource that is well adapted to perform cost effectively in such environments.

- Therefore, they are a resilient livestock genetic resource for sustainable livestock production under worsening climatic conditions.
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